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and the natural world. For related informa
tion, see item 776.
778

Verbeeck, Lieve. Het spel en de stokjes:
mesoamerikaanse bordspelen. The
game and the sticks: Mesoamerican board
games. (Wampum/Leiden, 14,1996, p. 3-137/
bibl., ill, map, photos)
Two-part article: i) describes patolli,
kolitza, bul, and their relationship to other
Mesoamerican board games; and 2) discusses
in more detail the Mayan game of bul in the
small Mopan community of Santa Cruz in Be
lize. Focuses on influence of Maya traditional
culture on modem life. Based on four months
of fieldwork in r993. [R. Hoefte]
779

Villar, Maria de Lourdes. Hindrances
to the development of an ethnic econ
omy among Mexican migrants. (Hum. Or
gan., 53:3, Fall 1994/P- 2,63-^68, bibl.)
Discussion of Mexican-American en
trepreneurs in Chicago demonstrates that
patterns of association and employment cre
ate an enclave economy lacking ties to re
gional markets.
780

Watanabe, John M. Unimagining the
Maya: anthropologists, others, and the
inescapable hubris of authorship. (Bull. Lat.
Am. Res., 14:1, Jan. 1995/P- 25-45)
A criticism of naive ethnography and
the identity pan-Mayanists constract from
that same ethnography. Watanabe challenges
this pattern and suggests it is time to con
sider the role ethnography plays in the pro
cess of identity negotiation, and to spend less
time on theories and the poetics of reportage.
781

Wilson, Richard. Maya resurgence in
Guatemala: Q'eqchi' experiences. Nor
man: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, r99$. 397 P”
bibl., ill., index, maps.

Important work blends relational and
essentialist approaches to the study of eth
nicity. The outcome is an analysis of identity,
religious conversion, armed insurrection, and
State repression that takes into account con
strained meanings (material and historical
processes, both real and invented) and processual meanings (creatively living and dealing
with the exigencies of the moment). For his
torian's comment see HLAS 56:1799.
782

Woodrick, Anne C. A lifetime of
mourning: grief work among Yucatec
Maya women. (Ethos/Society, 23:4, Dec.
1995/ p. 401-422, bibl., table)
For related information, see item 783.
783

Woodrick, Anne C. Mother-daughter
conflict and the selection of ritual kin
in a peasant community. (Antbropol. Q.,
68:4, Oct. 1995, p. 219-233, bibl., tables)
The author argues there is an over
emphasis on the role of men in the study of
compadrazgo. Here the creation of godparent
relationships between mothers and daughters
is explored in detail as a force mediating the
stresses of problematic courtships and es
trangements following marriage. For related
information, see item 782.
784

Zapata Martelo, Emma. Moderniza
tion, adjustment, and peasant produc
tion: a gender analysis. (Lat. Am. Perspect.,
23:r, Winter T996, p. rr8-r30, bibl.)
The author examines the marginal
status of women in rural Mexico and how it
influences the structure and success of agrar
ian development programs. For sociologist's
comment, see item 4683.

West Indies
LAMEROS COMITAS, Gardner Cowles Professor of Anthropology and Education, Teachers
College, Columbia University and Director, Research Institute for the Study of Man

THIS SECTION INCLUDES annotations of publications on sociocultural dimen
sions of anthropology that cover the Caribbean archipelago. The Guianas, Belize,
and several other West Indian or West Indian-like enclaves located on other parts of
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the Circum-Caribbean mainland or world. Slightly more than three-quarters of these
annotations deal with the following countries or dependencies: Antigua, Barbados,
Barbuda, Belize, British Virgin Islands, Colombia, Cuba, Curaçao, Dominica, the
Dominican Republic, French Guiana, Ghana, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Mar
tinique, Montserrat, Nevis, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Suriname, Trinidad,
and Venezuela. The remaining deal with the Caribbean in either regional or sub
regional terms. The countries, territories, or regional units receiving the most atten
tion during this biennium were Jamaica (supporting, in part, Michael Manley's pun
gent contention a number of years ago that Jamaica is the most studied and least
understood country in the Caribbean), followed by Trinidad, the Caribbean in gen
eral, Guyana, and Suriname.
As in the past, the pubHcations cited cover a wide range of subject matter,
including a very few examples (of a rapidly growing genre) that deal with migratory
experiences of Caribbean folk away from the Caribbean. Therefore, for the reader's
convenience, I have categorized most of the works cited into several broad, overlap
ping topical categories, in order of quantitative importance.
a) Ethnicity and identity. During the past few years, a great deal of the anthropologieal research on the Caribbean has been focused on questions related to these
two linked themes. This biennium is certainly no exception; more than thirty of the
citations in this section are devoted to either ethnicity or identity or both including
the following four readers or collections of articles: Across the dark waters: eth
nicity and Indian identity in the Caribbean (item 786), Ethnicity in the Caribbean:
essays in honor of Harry Hoetink (item 827), Ethnicity, race and nationality in the
Caribbean (item 828), and Les Indes antillaises, présence et situation des commu
nautés indiermes (item 829). Among other citations, see also Angrosino on the IndoCaribbeans (item 789), Austin-Broos on heritable identity in Jamaica (item 791),
Chalifoux on the Hmong in French Guiana (item 817), Duany on transnational
migration from the D.R. (item 825), Eguchi on the reconstruetion of Carib ethnic
identity (item 826), Henry and Tracey on multi-ethnicity in Trinidad (item 844),
Khan on Muslims in Trinidad (item 850), Koningsbruggen on Trinidad carnival (item
854), Kumar Misra on a separate East Indian identity in Trinidad (item 876), Mintz
on ethnic difference and plantation sameness (item 875) and on the concept of eth
nicity (item 873), Oostindie on the Dutch Caribbean predicament (item 883), Price
and Price on museums and ethnicity (item 892), and Tracey on adaptive responses to
race and ethnic conflict in Trinidad (item 907).
b) Religion. If one includes publications on Rastafari, it would appear that
there has been a significant increase in writings about reHgion-related phenomena
during this biennium. Twenty-one citations are listed in this category including the
three-volume conference proceedings (one each on cults, voodoo, and Rastafari) enti
tled AyBoBo: Afro-Karibische Religionen/African Caribbean religions (item 902)
and Rastafari and other African-Caribbean worldviews (item 819). See also AustinBroos on State and religion in Jamaica (item 790), Bernard on popular religion in
Haiti (item 800), Besson and Chevannes on the continuity-creativity debate (item
803), Brea and Millet on Africanisms in Cuban carnivals (item 814), Chevannes on
revivalism and identity in Jamaica (item 820), Glazier on funeral practices in Trini
dad (item 834) and new religious movements in the Caribbean (item 835), Houk on
Orisha in Trinidad (item 847), Kremser on Kélé in St. Lucia (item 855), Pollak-Eltz
on anima worship in Venezuela (item 888), and others. For writings on Rastafari, see
also Chevannes on a new approach to Rastafari (item 818) and the symbolism of
dreadlocks in Jamaica (item 819), Savishinsky on the global spread of the Rastafarian
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movement (item 4922), Simpson on recollections of 195 3 work with Rastafari (item
899), and Yawney on the appeal of Rastafari religion (item 914).
c) Aspects of social zelations and social oiganization. See Berleant-Schiller on
labor to peasantry (item 797), Besson on peasant adaptation (item 804) land, kinship,
and community in the Leewards (item 805) and on a rejoinder to Crichlow (item
802), Birth on transracial kinship in Trinidad (item 810), Browne on informal econ
omy in Martinique (item 815), Drayton on Caribbean textbooks (item 823), Gmelch
on Barbadian return migrants (item 822), Gmelch and Gmelch on St. Lucy Parish,
Barbados (item 836), Handwerker on domestic violence (item 841), King on Belizean
management of marine resources (item 852), Lazarus-Black on kinship and family
policy in Antigua (item 859), LeFranc on a re-examination of the Jamaican family
system (item 860), Lowes on decline of Antiguan elites (item 862), Martinez on the
Haitian bracero in the D.R. (item 864), Maurer on common property in the Carib
bean (item 867) and on family land in the British Virgin Islands (item 868), Mintz
on the Caribbean as oikoumen (item 873), Moberg on transnational labor in Belize
(item 877), Phillips on street children in Trinidad (item 887), Price on a comparison
of Martinican and Saramaka Maroon race relations (item 889), R.T. Smith on racial
violence in Guyana (item 901), and Yelvington on flirting in a Trinidadian factory
(item 915).
d) Women’s studies and gender relations. Seventeen citations are listed in this
section including the collection entitled Women and change in the Caribbean: a
pan-Caribbean perspective (item 913). See Abraham-van der Mark on mating pat
terns of Ciuaçaoan Sephardic elites (item 785), Allen on Curaçaoan women and
Cuban migration (item 787), Barrow on small-scale women farmers in Barbados
(item 794), Berleant-Schiller and Maurer on women's roles in Barbuda and Dominica
(item 799), Besson on reputation and respectability (item 806), Bolles on women and
work in Jamaica (item 812), LaFont on family courts in Jamaica (item 856), Lake on
Rastafarian women (item 857), McKay on tourism in Negril, Jamaica (item 870), Mil
ler Matthei and Smith on Gaiifuna women (item 866), Olwig on Nevisian women at
home and abroad (item 882), Parry on gender in the classroom (item 885), Pereira on
violence and sex (item 886), and Yelvington on gender, ethnicity, and class in a Trini
dadian factory (items 916 and 917).
e) Maroon/Amerindian studies. See Besson on Jamaican Maroon land tenure
patterns (item 801), Bilby on Aluku identity development (item 807), on oral tradi
tions of Jamaican Maroons and the Aluku of the Guianas (item 808), and on the
meaning of oaths and treaties for Maroons (item 809), Forte on Guyanese Amerindi
ans for the non-specialist (item 832) and on Guyanese Amerindian culture, econom
ics, politics, and language (item 830), Groot on Maroon pacification in Suriname
(item 838), Mentore on the Waiwai and distribution of the hunt (item 871), Myers on
the Makushi Caribs (item 879), Price on State violence against Surinamese Maroons
(item 891), Sanders on the protected status of Guyanese Amerindians (item 896),
Thoden van Velzen on collective fantasies of the Surinamese Nydukas (item 906),
Vernon on Ndjuka ethnomedicine and Maroon identity (item 910), and Zips on
Jamaican influences on African diasporic discourses (item 918) and on the history
and contemporary situation of Jamaican Maroons (item 919).
f) Aspects of culture. See Allen on resistance as a creative factor (item 788),
Birth on Trinidadian models of time (item 811), Crooks on bicultural factors in Beliz
ean school achievement (item 821), Hoogbergen on resistance (item 846), Losonczy
on African slave beliefs (item 861), Maynard on the translocation of the Yoruba
esusu (item 869), Miller on mass consumption in Trinidad (item 872), Olwig on the
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cultural complexity (item 880) and national culture of Nevis (item 881), Price and
Price on museum openings in Guyane, Spain and Belize (item 890), Stevens on sym
bolism of manje in Haiti (item 905), Vargas on Dominican villages (item 908), and
Zips on the "continuity of Black resistance" (item 920).
I am indebted to Dennis St. George, Lewis Burgess, and Lisa Citron for their
generous assistance in compiling this section.
785

Abraham-Van der Mark, Eva. Marriage
and concubinage among the Sephardic
elite of Curaçao, (in Women &. change in the
Caribbean: a Pan-Caribbean perspective.
Kingston: Ian Randle; Bloomington: Indiana
Univ. Press; London: f. Ciurey, 1993, p. 3849, bibl.)
Focusing on women's role in the sur
vival of Sephardic Jewish community of Cu
raçao, author deals with issues of marriage,
kinship, religion, and caste with reference to
means used by the group to maintain its eco
nomic and political power despite risks and
fluctuations of a trade-based economy. Pro
vides interesting description and analysis
of keiida, an institutionalized form of
concubinage.
786

Across the dark waters: ethnicity and
Indian identity in the Caribbean. Ed
ited by David Dabydeen and Brinsley Sama
ron. London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1996.
222 p.: bibl., index. (Warwick University
Caribbean studies)
Useful collection of essays is derived
primarily from 1988 conference on East Indi
ans in the Caribbean. Contributors are not
mainly ethnographers; however, their subject
matter (race relations, religious and cultural
practices, etc.), and their manner of dealing
with it, are essentially anthropological. In
cludes 10 chapters dealing with Trinidad,
Jamaica, Guyana, and Suriname.
787

Allen, Rose Mary. Curaçaoan women's
role in the migration to Cuba, {in
Mundu yama sinta mira: womanhood in Cu
raçao. Curaçao: Fundashon Pubhkashon,
1991, P- 59-75, bibl.)
Examines direct and indirect partici
pation of Curaçaoan women in the labor mi
grations to Cuba during first two decades of
20th century. Both women who migrated and
those who stayed behind found themselves
in male-dominated pubhc spheres as workers
and/or spokespersons for their absent men. In
both situations, women's activities are seen

as survival strategies and as evidence of in
creased flexibility in their roles.
788

Allen, Rose Mary. Resistance as a cre
ative factor in Curaçaoan culture, (in
Born out of resistance: on Caribbean cultiural
creativity. Utrecht, The Netherlands: ISORPubHcations, 199s, P- 63-74, bibl.)
By describing slaves' expressions of dis
satisfaction with their conditions, critically
examines idea that slaves were well treated in
Curaçao.
789

Angrosino, Michael V. The Indo-Caribbeans: evolution of a group identity.
{Rev. Rev. Intezam., 26:1/4, enero/dic. 1996,
p. 67-108, bibl.)
Reviews social science perspectives on
Indo-Caribbeans and relates changes in these
views to changes in folk conceptions of iden
tity. Asserts that Indo-Caribbean intellectuals
have taken the lead in defining their identity
and the nature of their own society.
790

Austin-Broos, Diane J. Politics and the
Redeemer: State and religion as ways of
being in Jamaica. {NWIG, 70:1/2,1996, p. 3990, bibl.)
Examines role of "popular" churches in
Jamaica, emphasizing the Pentecostal experi
ence, the relationship of that church with the
State, and the importance of the Pentecostal
transcendental ideology on these issues. In
cludes case material. For sociologist's com
ment, see item 4765.
791

Austin-Broos, Diane J. Race/class: Ja
maica's discourse of heritable identity.
{NWIG, 68:3/4,1994, P- 213-233,bibl.)
Discusses cultural concepts of race and
class in Jamaica, rejecting idea that race en
compasses class or that Jamaican culture is
definable by reference to a naturalized hierar
chy based on race. Argues that race and class
are distinct but closely related aspects of a
larger "discourse of heritable identity" in
which concepts of inherited, internalized en
vironmental influences coincide with biologi-
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cal categories of race. Meaning of discourse
will vary according to placement of actor in
Jamaican society.

792

Austin-Broos, Diane J. Redefining the
moral order: interpretations of Chris

tianity in postemancipation Jamaica, (in The
meaning of freedom: economics, politics, and
culture after slavery. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Univ. of
Pittsburgji Press, 1992, P- 22,i-i43;l>itl-)
Relates developments in Jamaican
Christianity to social and economic condi
tions since emancipation. Argues that Jamai
cans have interpreted Christianity over time
in ways which render it meaningful to their
experience. Consequently, analysis of reUgion
in Jamaica should not be concerned solely
with identifying Africanisms as resistances
and European influences as domination;
rather, Christianity should be considered as
having been localized and reconstructed by
Jamaicans. For historian's comment, see

HLAS 54:1969793

Aymer, Paula L. Uprooted women:
migrant domestics in the Caribbean.

Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 1997- tya P-:
index, map.
Traces labor migration of women from
Eastern Caribbean to oil-producing countries
such as Venezuela, Trinidad, Curaçao, and
especially Aruba. Discusses women's partici
pation in the labor force, gender relations,
domestic service, the social and economic
position of the migrants, and motherhood.
Argues that US investments are an important
factor in the migration of Caribbean women.
[R. Hoefte]

794

Barrow, Christine. Small farm food
production and gender in Barbados.

(in Women & change in the Caribbean: a PanCaribbean perspective. Kingston: Ian Randle;
Bloomington; Indiana Univ. Press; London:
J. Currey, 1993, P-181-193, bibl-l
Study of small-scale female farmers
in Barbados focuses on gender distinctions in

women farmers did not constitute a homoge
nous group.
795 Barthélemy, Gérard. Dans la splendeur
d'un après-midi d'histoire. Port-auPrince; Editions Heiuri Deschamps, 1996.
428 p.: bibl.

Anthropological perspectives on as
pects of a political/social/economic history of
Haiti include commentary on language, race,
agriculture, and religion. Based on author's in
terpretation of other textual matter as well as
on participant observations.
796 Beahrs, Andrew. "Ours alone must
needs be Christians": the production
of enslaved souls on the Codrington Estates.
[Plant. Soc. Am., 4:z/3, Fall 1997, P' 2.79-31°,
facisms., map, table)
Analyzes failure of Society for the Propagation of the Gospel to convert the slaves of
the Codrington Estates in 18th-century Bar
bados. Argues that the project was flawed be
cause its conception of slavery differed from
that prevailing on the island. Clash of mis
sionary and planter models of slavery did,
however, result in new formulation, transi
tion to a racial justification for slavery ren
dered conversion socially meaningless.
797 Berleant-Schiller, Riva. From labour to
peasantry in Montserrat after the end
of slavery, (in Small islands, large questions;
society, culture and resistance in the post
emancipation Caribbean. Edited by Karen Fog
Olwig. London; Portland, Or.: F. Cass, 1995,
p. 53-72, bibl.)
Traces development of a peasantry m
post-emancipation Montserrat. Squatting on
abandoned land, purchases of freeholds, and
sharecropping contributed to growth of this
category despite official policies designed to
deny land to freedmen.
798

Berleant-Schiller, Riva. The white mi
nority and the emancipation process in
Montserrat, 1807-32. [NWIG, 7°-3/4,199^,
p. 25 5-281, bibl.)
Self-defeating behavior of majority of

resource allocation and division of labor. Ar
gues that one legacy of slave plantation sys
tem is a cultural arrangement that prescribes

white oligarchy in Montserrat during emanci
pation process, particularly its contempt for

total involvement of Afro-Caribbean women
in agricultiure and other aspects of the econ
omy. In this context, a survey of i r i small

law and the Constitution, significantly con

farmers, divided equally by sex, found a "re
markable degree" of equaUty between male
and female farmers with regard to access to
land and other resources, even though the

tributed to this group's decline.

799

Berleant-Schiller, Riva and Bill Maurer.
Women's place is every place; merging
domains S. women's roles in Barbuda a Do
minica. (in Women a change in the Carib-
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bean: a Pan-Caribbean perspective. Kingston:
Ian Randle; Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press;
London: J. Currey, 1993, p. 65-79, bibl., ill.)
Comparative analysis of women's roles
not only examines similarities and differ
ences between the two islands, but also at
tempts to validate/refute the public-private
dichotomy which has characterized the lit
erature on gender-based status differentiation.
800

Bernard, Jean Maxius. Le fêtes cham
pêtres et la religion populaire en Haïti.
[Bull. But. nati, ethnol, numéro spécial
r987-i992,p. io6-ir3, bibl.)
Brief analysis and description of Hai
tian popular religion emphasizes aspects of
feasts and festivals celebrating rural life.
Reveals syncretisms between Catholicism,
patron-saint worship, and voodoo.
801

Besson, Jean. Caribbean common ten
ures and capitaHsm: the Accompong
Maroons of Jamaica. {Plant. Soc. Am., 4:2/3,
Fall 1997, p. 201-232)
Maroons' highly integrated social orga
nization in town of Accompong challenges
relevance of "plantation society" models for
understanding Caribbean society. Moreover,
author argues. Maroon corporate land tenure
is not a pre-capitalist "survival;" rather, it is
a Creole adaptation to global capitalism.
802

Besson, Jean. Consensus in the family
land controversy: rejoinder to IVlichaehne A. Crichlow. {NWIG, 69:3/4,1995,
p. 299-304)
Gives a point-by-point reply to Crichlow's analysis (see HLAS 55 :j86] of family
land tenure in the Anglophone Caribbean.
Despite Crichlow's criticisms of Besson's
work, the latter determines that Crichlow's
actual findings "mainly support" her own
conclusions.
803

Besson, Jean and Barry Chevannes.
The continuity-creativity debate: the
case of Revival. {NWIG, 70:3/4,1996, p. 209228, bibl.)
Examines Jamaican religious beliefs
and practices since slavery. Authors argue
that although Revival has African anteced
ents, it has been transformed by Jamaicans
to meet the challenges of contemporary life.
Framing the debate about Jamaican religion
in the polarized terms of "African continuity"
or "Creole creativity" is not helpful for un
derstanding methods of and reasons for reli
gious expression.

804

Besson, Jean. Free villagers, Rastafari
ans and modern Maroons: from resis
tance to identity, {in Born out of resistance:
on Caribbean cultural creativity. Utrecht,
The Netherlands: ISOR-PubHcations, 1995,
p. 301-314, bibl.)
Based on extensive field work in
Trelawney Jamaica, author argues that free
villagers. Maroons, and rural Rastafarians rep
resent a tradition of Caribbean peasant adap
tation rooted in land as a "focus of domina
tion, resistance, and identity."
805

Besson, Jean. Land, kinship, and com
munity in the post-emancipation Ca
ribbean: a regional view of the Leewards, {in
Small islands, large questions: society, cul
ture and resistance in the post-emancipation
Caribbean. Edited by Karen Fog Olwig. Lon
don; Portland, Or.: F. Cass, 1995, p. 73-99,
bibl.)
Compares post-emancipation agri
cultural production in Hispanic and nonHispanic Caribbean, the latter characterized
by "peasantries and their customary tenures."
In this context, "land, kinship, and commu
nity" are discussed, with special attention
paid to the Leewards.
806

Besson, Jean. Reputation & respect
ability reconsidered: a new perspec
tive on Afro-Caribbean peasant women, (in
Women S. change in the Caribbean: a PanCaribbean perspective. Kingston: Ian Randle;
Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press,- London:
J. Currey, 1993, p. 15-37, bibl.)
Contends that while Peter Wilson's
theory of reputation and respectability as a
means of imderstanding Caribbean society
(see HLAS 31 .-2032 and HLAS 43 ; S250) has
much to recommend it, the theory obscures
understanding of Afro-Caribbean women.
Drawing on data from Jamaica and the Anglo
phone Caribbean, author argues that, con
trary to Wüsoris formulation, "Afro-Carib
bean peasant women do not subscribe to
Eurocentric respectability and ... they par
ticipate in the main dimensions of reputation
identified by Wilson." In fact, author places
women at the center of "Afro-Caribbean cul
tures of resistance."
807

Bilby, Kenneth M. The emergence of
an ethnic enclave: the Aluku. {SWI
Pomm, 8:2, dec. 1991,p. 48-33)
Briefly describes identity development
of the resettled Aluku (Boni) in French Gui-
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ana. Argues that "the unique identity the
Aluku inhabit (which occupies a space be
tween French Guianese Creole identity at one
pole, and Surinamese Maroon identity at the
other, while being defined in contrast to both)
remains strong."
808

Bilby, Kenneth M. Oral traditions in
two Maroon societies: the Windward
Maroons of Jamaica and the Aluku Maroons
of French Guiana and Surinam, [in Born out
of resistance; on Caribbean cultural creativ
ity. Utrecht, The Netherlands; ISOR-PubUcations, 1995/P-169-180, bihl.)
Traces the "Abandoned Child," the
"Miracle Food," and the "Bullet Catching"
themes m the oral traditions of two Maroon
societies which are said to express a "com
mon Maroon ethos."
809

Bilby, Kenneth M. Swearing by the
past, swearing to the future: sacred
oaths, alliances, and treaties among the Gui
anese and Jamaican Maroons. [Etbnohistoiyl
Society, 44:4, Fall 1997, p. 655-698, bibl., ill.)
Interprets treaties between colonial au
thorities and Maroons in Jamaica and Guyana.
Author brings to the task contemporary eth
nographic data about Maroons and the mean
ing of oaths among West Africans. Argues
that Maroons held the treaties to be sacred
and immutable and, therefore, they should
be interpreted in that light. The "spirit" of
the treaties, with implications for continued
self-determination, remains salient for the
Maroons.

ence or similarity; and 3) influence of long
standing indigenous patrifidiation and Creole
matriflliation patterns on the development of
transracial ties.
811

Birth, Kevin K. Trinidadian times :
temporal dependency and temporal
flexibility on the margins of industrial capi
talism. [Antbiopol. Q., 69:2, April 1996,
p. 79-89, bibl.)
Examines the relationship between un
employment and an inflexible model of tune
among rural Trinidadians who did not com
plete secondary school. The more traditional
flexible models of time are said to promote
adaptability to patterns of occupational multiphcity, but secondary education teaches a
model more appropriate for regularized labor.
For sociologist's comment, see item 4774.
812

Bolles, Augusta Lynn. Sister Jamaica: a
study of women, work, and households
in Kingston. Lanham, Md.: Univ. Press of
America, 1996.129 p.: bibl., ill., map.
Study of working-class factory women
at home and in the workplace was carried out
during last years of Michael Maiiley's admin
istration. After reviewing political and eco
nomic context of female labor and working
conditions, author deals with basic strategies
of how women and their households "make
do" by analyzing domestic chores and house
hold division of labor by household type.
813

Bom out of resistance: on Caribbean
cultural creativity. Edited by Wim
Hoogbergen. Utrecht, The Netherlands:
ISOR-Publications, 1995.418 p.
Recommended collection. For anthro
pological contributions see Allen (on resis
tance and Cmaçaoan women), Besson (on free
villagers), Bilby (on oral traditions), Chevaimes (on Revivalism), Glazier (on new reli
gious movements), Groot (on charting Suri
name's Maroons), Hoogbergen (on resistance),
and PoUak-Eltz (on anima worship).

810 Birth, Kevin K. Most of us are family
some of the time: interracial unions
and transracial kinship in eastern Trinidad.
[Am. Ethnol, 24:3, Aug. 1997,P- 585-601,
table)
Uses 15 interracial unions between in
digenous peoples and Creoles, and attendant
transracial kinship links, to explore naturaliz
ing ideologies tied to conceptions of race in
, 814 Brea, Rafael and José Millet. The Afri
Trinidad. Ideas of race and kinship held by
can presence in the carnivals of San
each group take on different meanings when
tiago de Cuba. Translated by Katheryn A.
used in the context of transracial relation
Thompson. {}. Caribb. Stud., 10:1/2, Winter
ships. Differing affiliation patterns play a role
1994/Spring 1995, p. 30-49/ bibl.)
in determining the relative strength of kin
Examines Africanisms in Santiago de
ship ties and consequent claims of similarity
Cuba festivals. St. James is said to be associ
and difference. Three patterns are discerned:
ated with the Yomba deity Oggún and the
i) cultural notions of "diluted" Creoles and
Dahomeyan Ogoú. Moreover, aspects of the
indigenous peoples; 2) schismogenic interac
celebration of carnivals are referred to by
tions that evoke attributions of either differ
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their African origins. Evolution of carnival is
traced from colonial times to present. For so
ciologist's comment, see item 4784.
815

Browne, Katherine E. The informal
economy in Martinique: insights from
the field, implications for development pol
icy. {Hum. Orgam, 55:2, Summer 1996,
p. 225-234, bibl., graphs)
Cross-class study of informal economy
in Martinique suggests that qualitative field
studies could substantially inform quantita
tively-oriented development planners. Data
reveal ties based on undeclared economic
activities aeross class lines that challenge
widely held assumption that informal econ
omy is a strategic adaptation of the poor
alone. From a planning perspective, the
"poor" should be viewed neither as a "dis
crete, bonded group" nor as "economically
isolated."
816

Carlin, Eithene B. Speech community
formation: a sociolinguistic profile of
the Trio of Stulname. [NWIG, 72:1/2,1998,
p. 4-42, bibl.)
Presents historical, economic, socio
logical, and cultural factors contributing to
present-day status of the Trio and their Cariban language as update and context for ex
ploring internal sociolinguistic factors that
influence Trio speech choices.
817

Chalifoux, Jean-Jacques; Philippe Isa
bel; and Raphaël Rizindana. La presse
et les hmongs en Guyane Française: stéréo
types et construction idéologique de l'image
des hmongs et de la Guyane. [Etud. créoles,
r6:2, r993,p. 53-69, bibl.)
Describes and analyzes role of the
press during late 1970s in constructing and
diffusing stereotypes and images of Hmong
immigrants to French Guiana, and ways in
which these images were utilized in French
Guianese discourse.
818

Chevannes, Barry. New approach to
Rastafari, (in Rastafari and other African-Caribbean worldviews. Houndmills, En
gland: Macmillan; The Hague: Institute of
Social Studies, 1998, p. 20-42)
Reinterpreting Rastafari "in the con
text of cultural continuity," author argues
that Rastafari is the "fulfillment" of Revival
and a "worldview movement" rather than a
revolutionary mUlenarian movement.

819

Chevannes, Barry. The phallus and the
outcast: the symbolism of the dread
locks in Jamaica, (in Rastafari and other
African-Caribbean worldviews. Houndmüls,
England: Macmillan; The Hague; Institute of
Social Studies, 1998, p. 97-r26)
Explores meaning of "matted hair
among the Rastafari," arguing that it symbol
izes both separation from the world and male
dominance, and that these meanings are
closely related, even identieal. Females repre
sent "a force used to contain [men] within
society."
820

Chevannes, Barry. Revivalism and
identity, (in Bom out of resistance; on
Caribbean cultural creativity. Utrecht, The
Netherlands; ISOR-Publications, 1995,
p. 245-232, bibl.)
The Revivalist table ritual expresses
important social values held widely in Ja
maica, even by non-Revivalists. Author deals
with three such values—hospitality, ancestor
worship, and emotional well-being—as basis
for holding that Revivalism and Pentecostalism are variant cultural expressions of the
same imderlying values.
821

Crooks, Deborah L. Biocultural factors
in school achievement for Mopan chil
dren in Belize. (Am. AnthropoL, 99 ; 3, Sept.
1997/ P- 386-6or, bibl., ill.)
Examines relationships among nutri
tional status, household factors, and school
performance for 63 Mopan Maya children in
the Toledo District. No clear association was
found between chronic undemutrition and
school performance. Variation in household
environment, specifically parenting style and
family size, were positively correlated with
school performance. Author considers find
ings to be inconclusive given small sample
size and insufficient operationalization and
measurement of study variables.
Déita. La légende des loa du vodou haïtien.
See item 4810.
822

Double passage; the lives of Caribbean
migrants abroad and back home. Inter
views by George Gmeleh. Arm Arbor: Univ.
of Michigan Press, 1992. 339 p.: bibl., iU., in
dex, map.
Includes r3 oral life histories of Barba
dian return migrants from Great Britain and
North America, a sample roughly representa-
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tive of all Barbadian returnees in terms of
gender, class, and receiving countries. Histo
ries and commentary treat the entire migra

the Caribbean. San Juan: Institute of Carib
bean Studies, Univ. of Puerto Rico, 1997,
p. 364-380, bibl.)

tion cycle: reasons for departure, experiences
abroad, and problems of return. Useful con
cluding sections on meaning of return migra
tion and on value of oral history for such

Discusses Carib ethnic identity within
context of tourism and nation-building in
Dominica. Argues that a number of aspects
of that identity, particularly the "primitive,"

study.
Drayton, Kathleen B. White man's
knowledge: sex, race and class in Ca
ribbean English language textbooks, (in Gen

823

der: a Caribbean multidisciplinary perspec
tive. Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers; Center

have been reconstructed as an adaptive strat
egy to attract tourists. Maintenance of a
distinctive Carib identity, however, is not
always consistent with the official nation
building efforts of Dommica.
827

Ethnicity in the Caribbean: essays in
honor of Harry Hoetink. Edited by Cert

for Gender and Development Studies, Univ.
of the West Indies; Oxford, England: James

Oostindie. London: Macmillan Caribbean,

Currey, 1997/P-i59-t8i,bibl.)

1996. 239 p.: bibl., index, map, port. (Warwick
University Caribbean studies)

Caribbean English-language textbooks
used in preparation for the Caribbean Exami
nation are analyzed for gender bias, racial

Recommended collection. For anthro
pological contributions see Mmtz on ethnic

ideology, and references to class. Author con
cludes that the texts, reflectmg the ideology
of the dominant group, reproduce sexism and

difference (item 875); Oostindie on Dutch
Caribbean predicament (item 883); Price and

ohscure the structural predicates of class dif

building (item 892); and Quintero Rivero on
the somatology of manners (item 893).

ferentiation. Moreover, racism is perpetu
ated by omission of references to black

Price on museums, ethnicity, and nation

828

achievements.
824 Duany, Jorge. The creation of a trans
national Caribbean identity: Domini
can immigrants in San Juan and New York
City, [in Ethnicity, race and nationality in the
Caribbean. San Juan: Institute of Caribbean
Studies, Univ. of Puerto Rico, 1997, P-195Z3Z, bibl., ill.)
Û ij
Findings from ethnographic held re
search in both locales indicate existence of

Ethnicity, race and nationality in the
Caribbean. Edited by Juan Manuel

Carrion. San Juan: Institute of Caribbean
Studies, Univ. of Puerto Rico, 1997- 4^8 p.:
bibl., ill., maps.
See items 824,826, and 844.
829

Festival international de l'indianité,

1st, Saint-François, Guadeloupe, 1990.
Les Indes antillaises: présence et situation des
communautés indiennes en milieu caribéen.

transnational identity among Dominicans.

Coordination de Roger Toumson. Paris:

825

L'Harmattan, 1994- 2-63 p.: bibl.
Proceedings of a 1990 intercultural col

Duany, Jorge. Transnational migration
from the Dominican Republic: the cul

loquium held in Guadeloupe includes three

tural redefinition of racial identity. [CciTíhb.
Stud., 29 :z, July/Dec. 1996, P- 2537^82, bibl.)

contributions by anthropologists: i) "Appro

In an analysis of racial identity among
Dominican migrants to New York and Puerto
Rico, author argues that the Iberian-Caribbean

"Trois Mythes Tamouls" by Gerry L'Etang;

three-tiered model (white-mulatto-black or
white-black-other) held by migrants conflicts
with the two-tiered northwestern European
model. Each model has implications for racial
attitudes and relations, and the conflict ^
between them is a challenge to migrants'
adjustment.
826

Eguchi, Nobukiyo. Ethnic tourism and
reconstruction of the Caribs' ethnic

identity, (in Ethnicity, race and nationality in

che Anthropologique de l'indianité. Compo
sant de l'Antillanité" by J. Lirus-Galap; 2)
and 3) "Les Darçanas [points de vue indiens) '
de l'Inde à l'Espace Américain" by N. Chevry.

Guyanese Amer
indians. Georgetown: J. Porte, 1996.
129 p.: bibl.

830

Forte, Janette. About

Collection of author's background
papers written for the Amerindian Research

Unit of the Univ. of Guyana offers brief, but
relatively comprehensive, survey of Guya
nese Amerindian cultures, economic issues.
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subsistence techniques, politics, land claims,
and language. Useful bibliography appended.
831

Forte, Janette. The ease of The Baiama
River Caiibs of Guyana restudied.
(Soc. Econ. Stud., 39:1, Mareh 1990, p. 203217, bibl.)
Critique of "recent" researeh on Sa
rama River Caribs focuses primarily on Kath
leen Adams' 2972 doctoral dissertation. Since
it has been virtually impossible since inde
pendence to receive official permission to
study Guyanese Amerindians, it is argued
that data and conclusions drawn from very
few, sporadic studies are often flawed because
they cannot be crosschecked against parallel
studies.
832

Forte, Janette. Thinking about Amer
indians. Georgetown: J. Forte, 1996.

II3P-

Collection of author's papers, articles,
and addresses about Guyanese Amerindians,
intended for non-specialist, includes exami
nation of their need for self-determination,
the impact of economic exploitation of their
territories, their position on environmental
issues, and their strategic placement in
Guyana's response to Brazilian regional
hegemony.
833

Giraud, Michel. Dialectics of descent
and phenotypes in racial classification
in Martinique, [in French and West Indian:
Martinique, Guadeloupe, and French Guiana
today. Charlottesville: Univ. Press of Virginia,
1995, P-75-85)
Discussion of racial typologies identi
fies several prineiples by which racial classifi
cations are made: descent (one has the race
of one's ancestors); inequality (categories are
hierarchical); and stereotypes. Problems im
plicit in these principles, as well as recent
changes in their operation, are also explored.
834

Glazier, Stephen D. Funerals and
mourning in the spiritual Baptists and
Chango traditions. [Am. Negra, 2, die. 199t,
p. r23-r34)
Range of funeral practices of both
Trinidadian religious groups are based on be
liefs and forms drawn from several different
sources. However, their unique feature is
the extent to which African and European
Christian ceremonies have been compart
mentalized.

835

Glazier, Stephen D. New religious
movements in the Caribbean: identity
and resistance, (in Bom out of resistance: on
Caribbean cultural creativity. Utrecht, The
Netherlands: ISOR-Publications, 199s,
p. 253-262, bibl.)
Broad survey of Caribbean syncretic re
ligious movements supports argument that
such movements should not be considered
simply as expressions of protest or products
of deprivation. Rather, such movements
may have aceomodationist aspects and other
features that would be overlooked in an
approach based solely on resistance or
deprivation.
836 Gmelch, George and Sharon Bohn
Gmelch. The parish behind God's
back: the changing culture of rural Barbados.
Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1997.
240 p.: ill.
Comprehensive ethnographic portrait
of contemporary raral Barbados focuses on
patterns of work, gender relations and fife
cycle, community, and religion in St. Lucy
Parish. Recurring theme throughout work is
impact of widening social relations—through
globalization, tourism, transnationalism,
technology, mass media—on village life and
values.
837 Goldwasser, Michael. Remembrances
of the Warao: the miraculous statue of
Siparia, Trinidad. [Antropológica/Caracas,
84, 1994/1996, p. 3-4r,bibl.)
History and description of the adora
tion of a statue located in a Catholic church
in southern Trinidad. Under different names
and with different rites, this statue is vener
ated by Catholics, Hindus, Moslems, Amerin
dians, and others. Although each group has
its own traditions about statue's origin and
significance, author argues that it links the
various groups to the Warao aborigines of
the island and "embodies the history of the
people" of Trinidad.
838 Groot, Silvia W. de. Charting the Suri
name Maroons, t730-r734. (in Bom
out of resistance: on Caribbean cultural cre
ativity. Utrecht, The Netherlands: ISORPublications, 1995, p. r42-r56, bibl., ill.)
Anthropologist discusses history of
Dutch efforts to pacify or eradicate Maroons
in 18th-century Suriname. Uses period maps
and charts, and circumstances of their cre
ation, to flesh out narrative.
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839

Haiti. Bureau national d'ethnologie. Le
Carnaval dans nos moeurs. [Bull. But.
nati, ethnol, numéro spécial 1987-1992,
p. 82-105, bibl., photos)
Photos, with text, of Haitian costumes
and other carnival-associated artifacts dis
played at a 1993 exhibition presented by
Haiti's Bureau national d'ethnologie.
840

Hall, Douglas. A man divided: Michael
Garfield Smith; Jamaican poet and an
thropologist, 1921-1993. Kingston: Press
Univ. of the West Indies, 1997.174 p.: bibl.,
ill., index. (The Press UWI biography series,
0799-057X; i)
Informative biography of the late M.G.
Smith, the Jamaican-born social anthropolo
gist whose contributions as Caribbeanist, Af
ricanist, and theoretician will be long valued.
841

Handwerker, W. Penn. Why violence? :
a test of hypotheses representing three
discourses on the roots of domestic violence.
(Hum. Oigan., 57:2, Summer 1998, p. 200208, bibl., graphs, table)
Author tests three theories of domestic
violence in Antigua and Barbados, finding
that such violence is embodied in individuals
and social relationships, not in social circum
stances.
842

Hay, Fred J. Microethnography of a
Haitian boutique. (Soc. Econ. Stud.,
39:1, March 1990, p. 153-166, bibl.)
Based on a six-week stay, author pro
vides details about the Oasis Restaurante and
Bar, a plaisance boutique operated by a local
politician. Describes the central position of
this boutique, asserted to be an important
Haitian local institution, in the economic,
social, and political life of the community.
843

Heinen, H. Dieter and Stanford Zent.
On the interpretation of Raleigh's Discoveiie of Guiana: a view from the field.
(Cun. Anthiopol, ít.í, April 1996, p. 3 39341, bibl.)
Authors criticize Whitehead (see item
912) on several points of fact and interpreta
tion, and call into question his statement that
anthropology is concerned with "intelligibil
ity rather than veracity."
844

Henry, Andre-Vincent and Kenneth
Tracey. Salad, callaloo orpelau: under
standing multi-ethnicity in Trinidad and To

bago. (in Ethnicity, race and nationality in the
Caribbean. San Juan: Institute of Caribbean
Studies, Univ. of Puerto Rico, 1997, p. 401416, bibl., ill.)
Argues that M.G. Smith's "plural soci
ety" model (seeHLAS 29:1 $42 and 8477] fails
to represent reality and does not account for
the fact that elites manipulate ethnic identi
ties for their own purposes. Authors offer
their model of Caribbean ethnicity based on
"co-equal cultiues in a creolizing process."
Model centers on genetic and cultxual ex
changes between Indo-Trinidadians and AfroTrinidadians and on a form of multiculturalism that valorizes common national interests
while minimizing ethnic tensions.
845

Ho, Christine G.T. The twin processes
of racialization and ethnification
among Afro-Trinidadian immigrants in Los
Angeles. (Caiibb. Q., 41:3/4, Sept./Dec.
1995, p. 99-122, bibl.)
Analyzes how Afro-Trinidadian immi
grants in Los Angeles deal with American
"biracial" system of social stratification. Mi
grants are said to confront the process of "ra
cialization" by strategically using their ethnic
identity to "offset the liability of their race."
For sociologist's comment see item 4847.
846

Hoogbergen, Wim. On resistance, (in
Bom out of resistance: on Caribbean
cultural creativity. Utrecht, The Netherlands:
ISOR-Publications, 1995, p. 9-22, bibl.)
Editor of collection introduces theme
of "resistance" in the Caribbean, arguing that
it may be expressed in political, cultural, lin
guistic, literary, and musical terms rooted in
identity, and may encompass acts on a con
tinuum bounded by massive violent revolt on
one end and almost invisible expressions of
dissent on the other.
847

Houk, James Titus. Spirits, blood, and
drums: the Orisha religion in Trinidad.
Philadelphia: Temple Univ. Press, 1995.
238 p.: bibl., ill., index.
Valuable, well-presented study exam
ines background, rites and ceremonies, and
social organization of Orisha religion, "argu
ably the most purely African cultvual practice
left on the island." However, worshipers com
bine, in varying degrees, elements from five
traditions—African, Catholic, Hindu, Prot
estant, and Kabbalah—to form an "AfroAmerican religious complex."
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848

Institute of Social Stupes (The Hague).
Rastafari and other African-Caribbean
worldviews. Edited by Barry Chevannes.
Houndmills, England: Macmillan; The
Hague: Institute of Social Studies, 1995.
182 p.: bibl, index.
Recommended collection includes se
lections by editor on native religions of Ja
maica, a new approach to Rastafari, and the
origin and symbolism of dreadlocks. Also in
cludes articles by: Jean Besson on religion as
resistance in Jamaica; by John Homiak on dub
history (use of oral testimony by Rastafarians
in their ritual discourse); Ellis Cashmore on
the Rastafarian de-labeling process; H.U.E.
Thoden van Velzen on African-American
worldviews in the Caribbean; Wilhelmina
van Wetering on Surinamese creole women's
discourse on possession and therapy; and Ro
land Littlewood on problems in the analysis
of origins.
849

Jolivet, Marie José. De "l'habitation"
en Guyane: éléments de réflexion sur
la question identitaire créole, (in Jeux d'iden
tités: études comparatives à partir de la Ca
raïbe. Paris: L'Harmattan, 1993, p. 141-165)
Considers origins of French Guianese
creole culture in context of small homesteads
estabhshed in the wake of emancipation. Au
thor posits the common denominator of cre
ole culture to be the modem notion of individuahsm in contrast to the tribal holism
of neighboring Maroons and Amerindians.
Although no mpture between the economic/
technological domains and the rest of culture
is apparent, creolization is distinguished by
the dynamic reappropriation and adaptive use
of knowledge and technology from any source
in accordance with the constraints imposed
by time and place.
850

Khan, Aisha. Homeland, motherland:
authenticity, legitimacy, and ideologies
of place among Muslims in Trinidad, (in Na
tion and migration: the politics of space in
the South Asian diaspora. Philadelphia: Univ.
of Peimsylvania Press, 1995, p. 93-131, bibl.)
Explores authenticity and legitimacy
in Muslim religious and cultural "expres
sion," and development of transnational iden
tity. Compares and contrasts developments
among Indo-Trinidadian and Afro-Trinidadian
Mushms. Former are said to manifest a shift
from India as "motherland" (denoting "cul
tural origins") to "homeland" (related to Is

lamic traditions); the latter are committed
to a more universalistic conception of Islam.
Argues that "homeland" and "motherland"
concepts are instrumental in elaboration
of a sense of continuity among diasporic
populations.
851

Khan, Aisha. Rurality and "racial"
landscapes in Trinidad, [in Knowing
your place: rural identity and cultural hierar
chy. New York: Routledge, 1997, p. 39-69,
bibl.)
Concept of "rural/urban opposition" is
used to explore development of spatial, racial,
gender, and occupational identity in Trinidad,
primarily among Indp-Trinidadians. "Opposi
tion" has implications for formation of "cul
tural hierarchies" which provide an organi
zation of identities, which in turn informs
stratiflcation. Argues that rural/urban aspect
of identity, associated with the domain of
"land," is essential to imderstanding "race"
in the Caribbean.
852

King, Thomas D. Folk management
among Belizean lobster fishermen: suc
cess and resilience or decline and depletion?
(Hum. Organ., 56:4, Winteri997,p.418426)
Investigates paradoxical impact of
changing tenure relations, migration of suc
cessors, and the tourist industry on Belizean
lobster flshermen's management of marine
resources.
853 Koningsbruggen, Petrus Hendrikus
van. The spirit of Canboulay: the socio
cultural autonomy of the Trinidad Carnival.
[Pocaal/Niimegen, 30/31, 1997/P- iS9-i77/
bibl.)
Describes various components of the
Trinidad Carnival, focusing on open character
of the festival. Argues that the fading away
of boimdaries between what were originally
class-bound sociocultural spheres provides
an opportunity for entirely new forms of ex
change and confrontations between opposite
orientations. Stresses importance of role of
Creole middle class in safeguarding the event
from superflciality. [R. Hoefte]
854

Koningsbruggen, Petrus Hendrikus
van. Trinidad carnival: a question of
national identity. London: MacmiUan Carib
bean, 1997.293 p.: bibl., ill., index. (Warwick
University Caribbean studies)
Presents multifaceted analysis of Trini-
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Lake, Obiagele. Toward a pan-African
identity: diaspora African repatriates
in Ghana. [Anthiopol. Q., 68 : r, Jan. 1995,
p. 21-36)
Utilizing Ufe histories of AfricanAmerican and African-Caribbean migrants to
Ghana, author suggests that these individuals
maintain transnational ties and have forged a
"pan-African identity."
859 Lazarus-Black, Mindie. My mother
855 Kremser, Manfred. Kélé in St. Lucia:
never fathered me: rethinking kinship
a minority cult emerging from the un
and the governing of families. (Soc. Econ.
derground. (in Society of Caribbean Research.
Stud., 44:1, March 1995, p. 49-71, bibl.)
International Conference, ist, Beilin, 1988.
Analyzes kinship, gender, and family
Alternative cultures in the Caribbean. Frank
policy in Antigua. Argues that policy is pro
furt: Vervuert Verlag, 1993, p. 93-i°t/ bibl.)
mulgated on the basis of hegemonic folk con
Traces history of Saint Lucian Kélé
ceptions of kinship with no appreciation for
cult. Part of African heritage of the Djine (free "the complexities of family and gender rela
African migrants from the Guinea Coast),
tions" or power. Criticizes Edith Clarke's My
cult was practiced undergroimd until recently
mother who fathered me (see HLAS 21 .'447
when changing attitudes about Africanisms
and HLAS 29:1473 ), and asserts that there is
enabled free expression.
a Caribbean idiom of fatherhood, associated
with gender ideology, which contrasts with
856 LaFont, Suzanne. The emergence of an
motherhood. Kinship, it is argued, should be
Afro-Caribbean legal tradition: gender
examined in terms of events/interactions
relations and family courts in Kingston, Ja
rather than structural categories. For sociolo
maica. San Francisco: Austin &. Winfield,
gist's comment see item 4775.
1996. 222 p.: bibl., ill., index.
Ethnography of the use of family
860 LeFranc, Elsie. The meaning of sexual
courts focuses on gender relations and ideol
partnerships: re-examining the Jamai
ogy, family structure, and dominant ideology
can family system. (Bull. East. Caiibb. Aff.,
as expressed in the law. Presents findings on
19:4, Dec. 1994, p. 17-29, bitl)
gender attitudes, expectations between men
Re-examines putative notions of devel
and women, and range of discourse between
opment, stability, and longevity of multiple
men and women. Describes Jamaican family
partnerships in Jamaica. Finds that short
court as an "arena" for negotiation/contesta
term (five years or less) serial partnering char
tion of gender relations, and makes convinc
acterizes Jamaican mating relations, a factor
ing argument for laws/processes which are
which contradicts the commonly held idea
"more relevant to the-target population." Ar
of simultaneous relationships. Of the three
gues that promotion of the "nuclear family"
types of union investigated—visiting, com
in law has not had its intended effects; in
mon law, marriage—marriage was the least
stead, it has permitted litigants to manipulate prevalent. Moreover, marriage rates were
official ideology for their own ends rather
found to be falling.
than leading to its internalization.
861 Losonczy, Anne-Marie. El luto de sí
mismo: cuerpo, sombra y muerte entre
857 Lake, Obiagele. The many voices of
los negro-colombianos del Chocó. [Am. Ne
Rastafarian women: sexual subordina
gra, I, junio 1991, p. 43-61, bibl.)
tion in the midst of liberation. {NWIG, 68:3/
Examines beliefs of descendants of
4,1994, P-235-157, bibl.)
African slaves as to interaction between the
Despite Rastafarian rhetoric of UberaUving and the otherworldly (shadow souls) in
tion and Afrocentric symbolism, work de
different contexts, primarily ritual, festival,
scribes de facto relationship of Rasta men to
Rasta women in Jamaica as retrogressive. Do and death. Concept of shadow iUuminates
Afrocolombian views of identity and alterna
mestic responsibilities and lack of access to
tive identity, individuaUty and multiplicity,
resources reinforces inferior status of these
silence and speech, life and death.
women.

dadian carnival, a festival seen by author as a
"form of meta-comment on Trinidad within
the performance of a kind of collective psy
chodrama." Useful chapters are devoted to
the history of carnival, its development into a
national festival, the social elements that in
fluence and impact the contemporary event,
social dynamics, and carnival's linkage to na
tional identity.

858
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862

Lowes, Susan. "They couldn't mash
ants": the decline of the white and
non-white elites in Antigua, 1834-1900. (in
Small islands, large questions: society, cul
ture and resistance in the post-emancipation
Caribbean. Edited by Karen Fog Olweg. Lon
don: F. Cass, 199s, p. 31-5Î, bibl.)
Traces fortunes of elite groups in 19thcentury Antigua. A burgeoning non-white
middle class saw its opportunities restricted
by revival of exclusionary practices when
economy contracted. Ultimately both white
and non-white ehtes abandoned the island.
863

Mahabir, Kumar. Whose nation is
this?: the struggle over national and
ethnic identity in Guyana. {Caribb. Stud.,
29:2, fuly/Dec. t996, p. 283-302, bibl.)
Analyzes manipulation and negotia
tion of ethnic and racial identity set against
the backdrop of Guyanese nation-building
project. Argues that "ethnic communality"
rather than integration, which author ap
pears to equate with assimilation, should
be respected.
864

Martinez, Samuel. Indifference with
indignation: anthropology, human
tights, and the Haitian bracero. {Am. AnthiopoL, 98:1, March 1996, p. 17-25, bibl.)
Critically reviews activist and aca
demic representations of braceros as "slave"
or "free." Emphasizes need to consider hu
man and civil rights in conjuction with con
straints of crushing individual and structmral
poverty. Concludes that such poverty makes
braceros "not free" and stripped of essential
pohtical and civil rights.

the world-economy. Westport, Coim.: Green
wood Press, 1996, p. 13 3-149, bibl.)
Discusses role of Garifuna women as
active participants in the creation of trans
national networks between Belize and US.
Indicates that studies that focus on house
holds mask the contributions of women to
those persistent ties and gendered differences
in the operation of global forces on transmi
gration. Argues that Garifuna women in both
Belize and Los Angeles are characteristically
engaged in a strategic process of network
building which, given the economic instabil
ity in both sites, mitigates against the weak
ening of transnational relationships.
867

Maurer, Bill. Colonial policy and the
construction of the commons: an intro
duction. {Plant. Soc. Am., 4:2/3, Fall 1997,
p. 113-133)
Introduction to serial issue deals with
salience of Caribbean cases to scholarly de
bate about common property. Contains re
view of literature/debate/problems of com
mon tenure and indicates opportunities for
comparative study.
868

Maurer, Bill. Fractions of blood on frag
ments of soil: capitalism, the com
mons, and kinship in the Caribbean. {Plant.
Soc. Am., 4:2/3, Fall 1997, p. 159-171)
Uses case study of dispute over family
land in British Virgin Islands to support con
tention that family land is tied to the concept
of "family," which in the Caribbean is embed
ded in the "liberal model of inequality."

Martinez, Samuel. The masking of his
tory: popular images of the nation on a
Dominican sugar plantation. [NWIG, 71:3/4,
1997, p. 227-248, bibl.)
Uses ethnology of a batey in southeast
ern Dominican Repubhc to study contested
nature of hegemony. Focuses on use of images
that deny historical role played by Africans
and their descendants in founding the Do
minican Republic and on how the people are
thereby able to preserve memories "of the
past that really matter."

Maynard, Edward S. The translocation
of a West African banking system: the
Yoruba esusu rotating credit association in
the Anglophone Caribbean. {Dialect. Antbiopol, 21,1996, p. 99-107)
Discusses the esusu, or "rotating credit
association," found in West Africa, the Carib
bean, and among Caribben migrants to the
US. Argues that the esusu is an African "sur
vival" which has persisted relatively un
changed because of its important "instrumen
tal" and "expressive" functions. Asserts that
the esusu may have been "stored in the col
lective memory" of Caribbean slaves and
"revived" when it was needed.

866

870

865

Matthei, Linda Miller and David A.
Smith. Women, households, and trans
national migration: the Garifuna and global
economic restructuring, {in Latin America in

869

McKay, Lesley. Women's contribution
to tourism in Negrü, Jamaica, (in
Women &. change in the Caribbean: a PanCaribbean perspective. Kingston: Ian Randle;
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Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press; London:
J. Currey, 1993, p. 2.78-286, bibl.)
Lower-class women in Negril partici
pate directly in the tourist industry and, in
fact, can earn relatively substantial ineome.
However, given that their work is an exten
sion of their domestic roles, the income
earned is insufficient to change prevailing
gender roles, i.e., female subordination.
871

Mentore, George. Peccary meat and
power among the Waiwai Indians of
Guyana. [Aicbaeol. Anthropol, 10,1995,
p. 19-35, bibl., ill.)
Using a case study, author argues that
kinship rules contain directives about the dis
tribution and consumption of the fruits of the
himt. Through kinship ideology, the group ap
propriates/allocates the products of surplus
labor. Kinship, therefore, is the site of power
relations.
872

Miller, Daniel. Modernity, an ethno
graphic approach: dualism and mass
consumption in Trinidad. Oxford, England;
Providence, R.I.: Berg, 1994. 340 P- bibl.,
index.
Ethnography of Trinidad focuses on
processes of mass consumption. Asserts that
Trinidadians confront problems of "moder
nity" (focus on the present as divorced from
the past, concomitant need to recreate moral
premises, sense of "compression of spacetime," sense of instability, desire for subjec
tive experience, "sense of the private"), and
construet their "selves" and their culture
through consumption. Trinidad manifests
"a culture which is self-constructed, in full
knowledge that it is in fact self-constructed."
873

Mintz, Sidney W. Cultural difference
and social assortment in the Caribbean
region, {in Ethnic conflict and governance in
eomparative perspective. Washington: Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars,
1995/P-14-17, hibl.)
In a discussion of the concept of eth
nicity, author argues that Caribbean ethnic
identity, often associated with phenotypieal
characteristics, has tmique features which are
tied to the distinctive socioeconomic histo
ries of the region. Ethnicity is not tied to a
"mystical attachment to the land" and is seen
more as a personal characteristic, a feature
which mitigates the potential for violent eth
nic strife.

874

Mintz, Sidney W. Enduring substances,
trying theories: the Caribbean region
as oikoumen. [J. Royal Anthropol. Inst., 2:2,
June r996, p. 289-3ri, bibl.)
Author, a senior Caribbeanist, explores
the recent scholarly attention paid to the Ca
ribbean in light of the popularity of global
ization issues. Asserts that anthropological
treatments of the region often fail to account
for its complex history. The Caribbean has "a
modernity that predated the modern."
875

Mintz, Sidney W. Ethnic difference,
plantation sameness, {in Ethnicity in
the Caribbean: essays in honor of Harry Hoetink. London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1996,
p. 39-52, bibl.)
Relates formation of racial and eth
nic identities in the Caribbean to plantation
systems. Similar "structrual-processual fea
tures" were present in different degrees and at
different times in various Caribbean societies,therefore, it is useful to consider identity for
mation from perspective of group relation
ships to the plantation economy, particularly
for comparative purposes. Argues that identi
ties are less products of the system than as
pects of "resistance to its regimen."
876

Misra, Promode Kumar. Cultural de
sign in identity formation in Trinidad.
{East. Anthropol, 48:3, fuly/Sept. 1995,
p. 201-226, bibl.)
A "deep cultural design," which tends
to organize itself, is responsible for maintenanee of a separate East Indian identity in
Trinidad. Citing supporting ethnographic evi
dence of East Indian cultural continuities, au
thor offers the following factors as having
contributed to the "emergenee" of East Indian
identity in Trinidad: population size, control
of land, village formation, political action,
recognition of rites of passage, films and mu
sic, family structure, religious activities, role
of the pandit, the tharia-lota network, lan
guage, and cuisine.
877

Moberg, Mark. Transnational labor and
refugee enclaves in a Central American
banana industry. {Hum. Organ., 55:4, Winter
1996, p. 425-435, bibl., tables)
Examines formation of Central Ameri
can immigrant enclaves in Belize and their
disenfranchisement. Situation is result of an
open border policy and a development strat
egy based on unfair labor laws and exploit-
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ative employment practices. For sociologist's
comment see item 4731.
878

Murray, David A.B. The cultural citi
zen: negations of race and language in
the making of Martiniquais. [Anthiopol. Q.,
70:2, April 1997, p. 79-90)
Deliberate absences in the official
rhetoric that surrounds a Martinican cultural
identity (distinct from France's but without
an entrenched desire for independence from
France) include references to race and lan
guage. These absent qualities in the cultural
citizen "expose social divisions antithetical
to Martinican bureaucratic and political in
terests" and have the potential for disrupting
"the entrenched, privileged discourse of the
State."
879

Myers, Iris. The Makushi of the Guiana-Brazilian frontier in 1944: a study
in cultme contact. {Antropológica/Caracas,
80,1993, p. 3-98, bibl., Ü1.)
Based on a 1944 description of the
Makushi, a Carib group in then British Gui
ana, and their contact with Europeans and
others, argues that effects of this contact
led to "disorganization, disintegration and
deterioration."
880

Olwig, Karen Fog. Gultmal complexity
and freedom: Nevis and beyond, (in
Small islands, large questions: society, cul
ture and resistance in the post-emancipation
Caribbean. Edited by Karen Fog Olwig. Lon
don: F. Cass, 199s, p. 100-120, bibl.)
Examination of Nevis in the post
emancipation period from the perspective
of cultural complexity identifies three "tra
ditions" (plantation system, the "AfricanCaribhean community," and the "Methodist
mission of respectability") which, according
to author, reveal the fluid and changing na
ture of culture. Criticizes approaches that
reify "culture as a number of concrete and
bounded entities."
881

Olwig, Karen Fog. Defining the na
tional in the transnational: cultural
identity in the Afro-Caribbean diaspora. (JStinos/Stockholm, 58:3/4,1993, p. 361-376,
bibl.)
Study of Nevis focuses on problem of
defining a national culture (of a very small,
poor territory) in a former colonial area. Ar
gues that Afro-Caribbean culture developed
in the margins of the colonial regime and.

given internal conditions, this margin has
been extended over the past 150 years to in
clude relations with emigrants dispersed
worldwide. As a consequence, life on Nevis,
the nature of its cultural apparatus, and the
cultural context that most clearly "demar
cates and unifies Nevisians" are best viewed
as transnational.
882

Olwig, Karen Fog. The migration expe
rience: Nevisian women at home &.
abroad, {in Women & change in the Carib
bean: a Pan-Caribbean perspective. Kingston:
Ian Randle; Bloomington: Indiana Univ.
Press; London: J. Cutrey, 1993, p. 150-166,
bibl.)
While emigration constitutes an im
portant break with family networks (which
determine a woman's role in Nevis), the te
nacity of these networks essentially follows
these migrating women abroad, requiring
them to maintain relationships via financial
support for family back home. Strong obliga
tions back home limit their opportunities
to build new networks abroad. Author con
cludes that the Afro-Caribbean femalecentered family form can be seen to persist
even where its outward manifestation has
changed; it continues to exist as a socially
directive ideal, as a socioeconomic reality,
and as a vital link to the Caribbean and its
heritage.
883

Oostindie, Gert. Ethnicity, nationalism
and the exodus: the Dutch Caribbean
predicament, (in Ethnicity in the Caribbean:
essays in honor of Harry Hoetink. London:
Macmillan Caribbean, 1996, p. 206-231,
bibl.)
In an analysis of race and ethnicity as
elements in nation-building projects, particu
larly in the Dutch Caribbean, author exam
ines process of "decolonization" and resis
tance to it, migration and its implications,
and problems of "viability"—factors that
complicate nationalism in the region.
884

OSO. Vol. 17, No. i, 1998. Rituelen
rond de dood [Fimeral rites]. Edited by
Wim Hoogbergen. Nijmegen, The Nether
lands: Stichting Instituut ter Bevordering van
de Surinamistick te Nijmegen.
Special issue is devoted to funeral rites
as practiced among several population groups
in Suriname. In nine short articles authors
discuss funeral rituals and customs among
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Suriname Creoles, Hindus, Muslims, Amer
indians, and Ndjuka Maroons. [R. Hoefte]
885 Parry, Odette. Equality, gender and the
Caribbean classroom. (21st Century
Policy Rev., 3:1/2,1996; P- i77-i97/l>ibl.)
Ethnographic study of male under
achievement in Jamaican high schools is
based on classroom observation and inter
views with teachers and counselors. Teachers
perceived differences between male and fe
male students in terms of classroom behavior,
academic aptitudes, and gender-appropriate
behavior. However, the teachers located the
source of these gender socialization problems
outside the school, and minimized their own
roles in reproducing these patterns.
886

Pereira, Joe. Gun talk and girls'talk;

the DJ clash. [Caiibb. Stud., 27:3/4,
July/Dec. 1994, P- 208-223, bibl.)
Discusses "dancehall" variety of reggae
music and its themes of "violence and sex.
Argues that "dancehall" expresses gender
poHtics and resistance to dominant culture
among the lower class.
887

Phillips, Daphne. The family in crisis;
explaining the new phenomenon of
street children in Trinidad. [Bull. East. Ca
iibb. Aff., 19:4,Dec. 1994,P- i-ii,bibl.)
Attempts to explain appearance of an
estimated 7,000 Trinidadian street children
by pointing to that country's incorporation
into global capitalist economy and conse
quent erosion of its economic, social, culttual, and political practices and institutions.
Resultant financial instability, political pow
erlessness, and social degeneracy of Trinida
dian society set the conditions for appearance
and increasing munbers of street children.
888 PoUak-Eltz, Angelina. Anima worship
in Venezuela, (in Bom out of resistance;
on Caribbean cultural creativity. Utrecht,
The Netherlands; ISOR-Publications, 1995,
p. 238-244, bibl.)
Describes Venezuelan ritual practices
and ideology associated with adoration of
animas, the spirits of the dead "canonized"
by ordinary people but not by the Church,
through which devotees seek supernatural
intervention in their material problems. Phe
nomenon is seen as a coping mechansim and
alternative to revolutionary movements.

889

Price, Richard. Duas variantes das relaçôes raciais no Caribe. {Estud. AfioAsiát., 28, out. 1995/ P-185-202, bibl., table)
The system of Martinican race rela
tions is compared to that of the Saramacca
Maroons of Suriname. Martinicans tend "to
assimilate French values" and to exhibit a
form of "vertical, hierarchized racism." Sara
macca Maroons resist "European ideology"
and put into practice a more "pluralized, hori
zontal formula."
890

Price, Richard and Sally Price. Execut
ing cultiue: museé, museo, museum.
(Am. Antbiopol, 97 : i, March 1995, p. 97~
109, bibl.)
Comparative analysis focuses on
planned opening of museums in French Gui
ana, Spain, and Belize. Authors explore ide
ology behind the museums, their ostensible
goals, and their designs relating these aspects
to nation-buüding projects.
891

Price, Richard. Executing ethnicity:
the killings in Suriname. [Cult. AnthiopoL, 10:4, Nov. 1995/P- 437~47t/bibl.)
Vivid description of incidents of brutal
State violence in 1980s against Saramacca
Maroons and others in Suriname provide con
text for an account of related proceedings be
fore the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights in which author testified inter alia
about Saramacca culture and customary law.
Analysis oí Court's handling oí "culture dif
ference" suggests that it acted under tacit
western cultural assumptions and failed to
address "the central legal issue of 'tribal'
peoples with nation-states," i.e., their au
tonomy. For political scientist's comment,
see item 3317.
892 Price, Richard and Sally Price. Mu
seums, ethnicity and nation-buüding;
reflections from the French Caribbean, [in
Ethnicity in the Caribbean: essays in honor
of Harry Hoetink. London; Macmillan Carib
bean, 1996, p. 80-105, bibl.)
Explores representations of ethmc/cultural differences in museums and other officiaUy sanctioned institutions in the French
Caribbean, set against the backdrop of assimi
lationist nation-buüding projects. Suggests
that such exhibitions may serve as a "cage or
cemetery," or "a supremely elegant resting
place" for düferences.
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893

Quintero Rivero, Angel G. The soma
tology of manners: class, race and gen
der in the history of dance etiquette in the
Hispanic Caribbean, (in Ethnicity in the Ca
ribbean: essays in honor of Harry Hoetink.
London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1996, p. 152181, bibl.)
Analysis of etiquette as "control of the
body" focuses on norms of dancing. Author
interprets a recent revival of "comedies of
manners" as related to the development of an
urban middle class, but insists that "race and
gender must be incorporated" into such an
analysis.
894

Razak, Victoria M. Carnival in Aruba:
history and meaning in Aruba's bac
chanal. New York: Cenda Publications, 1997
213 p.: appendices, bibl., map, photos.
Sketchy, illustrated history of Aruba's
carnival focuses on its traditions, themes and
events, music, principal characters, and mas
querade groups. In the last chapters, author
discusses context and meaning of Aruban car
nival and representation and the pohtics of
identity. Includes a carnival chronology and
glossary. [R. Hoefte]
895

Reddock, Rhoda. "Douglarisation" and
the pohtics of gender relations in Trirhdad and Tobago: a preliminary exploration.
[Contemp. Issues Soc. Sci. Caríbb. Peispect.,
1,1994, P- 98-127, bibl.)
Examines attitudes of ethnic groups
about interethnic marriage and individuals of
mixed Afro-Trinidadian/Indo-Trinidadian an
cestry. Argues that Indo-Trinidadians, espe
cially Hindus, are the most opposed to ex
ogamy and relates this viewpoint to ideas
of "caste." Discusses meaning of the term
"douglarisation" as it is understood by vari
ous ethnic categories.
896

Sanders, Andrew. Protected status and
the Amerindians of Guyana: a compar
ative examination. (Soc. Econ. Stud., 44:2/3.
fune/Sept. T995, p. 125-141, bibl.)
Comparative analysis studies implica
tions of "protective status" for Guyanese
Amerindians, arguing that this status contrib
utes to "low social standing," conflict, and
powerlessness. Advocates policy changes
with regard to the following problem areas:
consultation, legal "safeguards," and educa
tion of the pubhc about Amerindians.

897

Schiller, Nina Glick; Linda Basch; and
Cristina Szanton Blanc. From immi
grant to transmigrant: theorizing migration.
{Anthiopol. Q., 68:1, fan. 1995, p. 48-63)
Discusses transnationalism and
proposes "parameters of an ethnography"
thereof. Explains transnationahsm as mi
grants' response to discrimination and inse
curity in the métropole, and as result of "na
tion building" in both sending and receiving
countries. Recent developments in US immi
gration pohcy and American attitudes to
wards immigrants are interpreted, in part, as
driven by concern over transmigrant loyal
ties. Much of article's evidence is drawn from
authors' studies of migration from Saint Vin
cent, Grenada, and Haiti. See also item 4291.
898

SéUmé, Jean Claude. Pour une nouvelle
approche de l'anthropologie haïtieime.

[Bull. But. naü. ethnoL,

1993-1994, p. 31-38,

bibl.)
Brief sketch of indigenous Haitian an
thropology outlines diverging approaches of
Nationalist and Indigenist schools. Argues
that only in the past few decades have Hai
tian anthropologists begun to embrace the in
ductive method and to stress explanation of
the Haitian reality over valorization of the
Haitian.
As senhoras do pássaro da noite: escritos so
bre a religiäo dos orixás. See item 974.
899

Simpson, George Eaton. Some reflec
tions on the Rastafari Movement in
Jamaica: West Kingston in the early 1950s.
{¡am. /., 25:2, Dec. 1994, p. 3-10, bibl., ill.,
photos)
Informative work includes reflections
on initial 1953 fleldwork by the first scholar
to study Rastafarians. State of the Movement
at that time (organization, behefs, symbols,
activities, etc.) is described and contrasted
with later periods.
900

Small islands, large questions: society,
culture, and resistance in the post
emancipation Caribbean. Edited by Karen Fog
Olwig. London; Portland, Or.: F. Cass, 1995.
200 p.: bibl., index, maps. (Studies in slave
and post-slave societies and cultures)
Recommended collection. For anthro
pological contributions see Berleant-Schiller
on the shift from labor to peasantry in Mont
serrat (item 797); Besson on land, kinship, and
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community (item 805); Lowes on elites in
Antigua (item 862); and Olwig on cultmral
complexity and freedom in Saint Kitts and
Nevis (item 880).
901

Smith, Raymond T. "Living in the
gun mouth": race, class, and political
violence in Guyana. {NWIG, 69 : s/4; ^995/
p. 223-252, bibl., table)
Gives anthropological perspectives on
the "racial violence" of the 1960s, and on the
responses of the public to actions taken by
their leaders and their patrons in London,
Washington, Havana, or Moscow. Relates
differing views of social scientists on these
events. For sociologist's comment see item
4925.
902

Society for Caribbean Research. Inter
national Conference, {2nd, Vienna,
1990.} Ay BóBó: afro-karibische Religionen =
African-Caribbean religions, v. i, Kulte/
Cults. Edited by Manfred Kremser. Vienna:
WUV Universitätsverlag, 1996. i v.: bibl., ill.,
maps, photos. (Wiener Beiträge zur Ethnolo
gie tmd Anthropologie; 8 = Vieima contribu
tions to ethnology and anthropology; 8)
Includes four contributions by anthro
pologists which merit mention: i ) Stephen D.
Glazier's "Changes in the Spiritual Baptist
Religion, 1966-1990;" 2) Angelina PoUakEltz's "Tlie Cult of Maria Lionza in Vene
zuela;" 3) Silvia W. de Groot's "Opposition
to Social Change in a Maroon Society"; and
4) Wilhelmina van Wetering's "Maroon Reli
gious Movements of Suriname." See also
items 903 and 904.
903 Society for Caribbean Research. Inter
national Conference, {2nd, Vienna,
1990.} Ay BöBö: afro-karibische Religionen =
African-Caribbean religions, v. 2, Voodoo. Ed
ited by Manfred Kremser. Vienna: WUV Uni
versitätsverlag, 1996.1 V.: bibl., ill., index,
photos. (Wiener Beiträge zur Ethnologie und
Anthropologie; 8 = Vienna contributions to
ethnology and anthropology,- 8)
Includes three contributions by anthro
pologists which merit mention: i) Gerhard
Kubik's "West African and African-American
Concepts of Vodu and Òrìsà;" Ulrike Sulikowsld's "Hollywoodzombie: Vodou and the
Caribbean in Mainstream Cinema;" and 3)
Stephanie Schmiderer's "Dancing for the Loas
to Make the Loas Dance." See also items 902
and 904.

904

Society for Caribbean Research. Inter
national Conference, {2nd, Vienna,
1990.} Ay BöBö: afro-karibische Religionen =
African-Caribbean religions, v. 3, Rastafari.
Edited by Manfred Kremser. Vienna: WUV
Universitätsverlag, 1994-1 bibl., index,
photos. (Wiener Beiträge zur Ethnologie imd
Anthropologie; 8 = Vienna contributions to
ethnology and anthropology; 8)
Includes three contributions by anthro
pologists which merit mention: i) Werner
Zips' "Rastafari: eine Kulterrevolution in der
Afrikanischen Diaspora;" 2) Carole D. Yawney's "Rastafari Sounds of Cultural Resis
tance: Amharic Language Training in Trenchtown, Jamaica;" and 3) John P. Homiak's
"From Yard to Nation: Rastafari and the Poli
tics of Eldership at Home and Abroad." See
also items 902 and 903.
905 Stevens, Alta Mae. The symboHc sig
nificance of manje in Haitian culture.
(/. Caiibb. Stud., 11:1/2, Winter 1995/Spring
1996,p. I35-I53,bibl.)
In a discussion of the "symbolic rela
tionships" centered around man/e (food, eat
ing, etc.), author examines its multiple mean
ings in a variety of social contexts, literature,
and pubhc discourse.
906 Thodea van Velzen, H.U.E. Revenants
that cannot be shaken: collective fanta
sies in a Maroon society. {Am. Antbiopol.,
97:4,Dec. 1995,p. 722-732,bibl.)'
Brief historical review and analysis of
selected collective fantasies found among Su
riname's Nydukas from 1960S-80S. Suggests
that an analysis of the concept, and the cre
ation, dissemination, and adoption of collec
tive fantasies, is a useful medium for under
standing mundane changes in, and changing
responses to, values and behavior related to
resource use, perversity, social stratification,
aggression, and conflict.
907 Tracey, Kenneth. Adaptive responses
to race and ethnic conflict. [Canbb. Q.,
40:3/4, Sept./Dec. 1994, p. 98-108,bibl.)
Taking a Darwinian approach to racial
and ethnic conflict in the Caribbean, author
attempts to analyze racial/ethnic conflict in
Trinidad and Tobago in tenhs of "adaptive
ness" (i.e., the extent to which a cultural con
dition promotes continuity/survival). Con
cludes that conflict is maladaptive and that
the principle of "co-equal cultures" should be
adopted.
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908

Vargas, Manuel. Culture, ideology, and
dwelling in two Dominican villages.
\NW1G, 70:1/2,1996, p. s-38, bibl., maps)
Explains how and why two adjacent
villages with very similar infrastructures,
populated by indigenous groups from two dis
tant geographieal regions of the Dominican
Republic, acted in "significantly different
ways" in the face of "comparable structiural
constraints" and the same official discourse
and pressure. For sociologist's comment, see
item 4937.
909

Verbeck, Geneviève; Peer Scheepers;
and Maurits Hassankhan. Etnoeentrisme in Suriname [Ethnocentrism in Suri
name]. {OSO/Nethedands, 19:2,1997,
p. 133-145, bibl., tables)
Important report on ethnic relations in
Suriname in the 1990s. Authors studied eth
nic prejudices in Paramaribo among the three
largest groups: Creoles, British Indians or
Hindustani, and Javanese. The Javanese are
the most highly valued; the Creoles least val
ued. Authors conclude that compared to ear
lier research done by Speckmaim (1963) and
Van Renselaar (1963), the prejudices of Cre
oles and Hindustani toward each other have
not changed much between 1963 and 1992.
Unfortimately, the fist of questions asked is
not included. [R. Hoefte]
910

Vernon, Diane. Choses de la forêt:
identité et thérapie chez les noirs mar
rons Ndjuka du Surinam, (in Juex d'identités:
études comparatives à partir de la Caraïbe.
Paris: L'Harmattan, 1993, p. 261-281)
Informative study discusses associa
tion of Ndjuka ethnomedicine and construc
tion of Maroon identity in Suriname. Both do
mains are tied to a mystical attachment to
land, an attachment that regards traditional
medical practices, ethnopharmacopoeia, and
the people themselves as "things of the
forest."
911

Wetering, Wilhelmina van. Demon
in a garbage chute: Surinamese creole
women's discourse on possession and therapy.
[in Rastafari and other African-Caribbean
worldviews. Houndmills, England: Macmil
lan; The Hague: Institute of Social Studies,
1998, p. 211-232)
Analyzes symbolism of demonic pos
session and evü among female Surinamese
migrants in The Netherlands. Relationships

with men, rivalry, and status-seeking mark
a "field... charged with magical dangers."
Argues that magieal behefs are related to the
soeial structure and that they will persist
when social relations remain substantially
unchanged.
912

Whitehead, Neil L. The historical an
thropology of text: the interpretation of
Ralegh's Discovene of Guiana. [Cuzi. AntbiopoL, 36:1, Feb. 199s, P- 53-74, bibl.)
Interpretation of this text in anthropo
logical perspective imderscores argument that
such readings may help indigenous peoples
reconstruct their histories. Author synthe
sizes "anthropological, historiographic, and
literary approaches," and posits that Euro
pean accoimts should not be rejected out of
hand as mere "textual exemplars of European
credulity and cultural chauvinism." See also
item 843.
913

Women &. change in the Caribbean:
a Pan-Caribbean perspective. Edited
by Janet Henshall Momsen. Kingston: Ian
Randle; Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press;
London: J. Currey, 1993. 308 p.: bibl., ill.,
index, maps.
Very useful eollection includes 19 ar
ticles. For anthropological contributions see
Abraham-Van der Mark on mating patterns
of Sephardic elite of Curaçao (item 785);
Berleant-Schiller and Marner on women's
roles in Barbuda and Dominica (item 799);
Besson on the reputation and respectability
argument (item 806); McKay on women and
tourism in Negril (item 870); Olwig on Nevisian women and migration (item 882); and
Yelvington on gender and ethnicity in a Trini
dadian factory (item 916).
914

Yawney, Carole D. Rasta mek a tiod:
symbolic ambiguity in a globalizing
religion, [in Soeiety of Caribbean Research.
International Conference, ist, Beilin, 1988.
Alternative cultures in the Caribbean. Frankfvurt: Vervuert Verlag, 1993, p. 161-168)
Attempts to explain how Rastafarian
ism has gained adherents worldwide. Argues
that in addition to Jamaican migration and
the attractiveness of reggae music, the sym
bolism of the religion has a widespread appeal
to oppressed people. Sufficiently ambiguous,
the rehgion can commend itself to people of
diverse backgrounds.
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915

Yelvington, Kevin A. Flirting in the

factory. (/. Royal Anthiopol. Inst, % : %,
June 1996/P- 313-333, tibl.)
Analyzes "flirting" between white

918

Zips, Werner. "Let's talk about the

motherland": Jamaican influences on
the African discourses in the diaspora, (in
Bom out of resistance: on Caribbean cultural

supervisors and Airo-Trmidadian and Indo-

creativity. Utrecht, The Netherlands: ISOR-

Trinidadian factory workers. Argues that
flirting is embedded in power relations and

Publications, 1995, P- 46-52, bibl.)

ethnic identity, and is a form of "symboflc
violence."
916

Caribbean contributions to discourse
about Africa among peoples of the African
Diaspora include Maroon society as model
for black nationalist aspirations for self-

Yelvington, Kevin A. Gender & eth
nicity at work in a Trinidadian factory.

(in Women Si change in the Caribbean: a PanCaribbean perspective. Kingston: Ian Randle,Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press; London:
J. Currey, 1993, p. 163-277, bibl., ill.)
Examines three aspects of gender and
ethnicity in social relations in a factory: com
position and structural positions of the work

determination, the works of Garvey, Rasta
farian ideology, reggae music, and other forms
of popular culture. Black Americans and AfroCaribbeans have influenced one another re
garding the significance of Africa as a imifying concept.
919

Zips, Werner. Schwarze Rebellen: Afri
kanisch-karibischer Freiheitskamp in

force, role and forms of supervision, and so

Jamaica. Vienna: ProMedia, 1993. 303 P-- ap

cial relations between workers. Suggests that

pendix, bibl., ill.
History of Jamaican Maroons with em

gender, ethnicity, and class are socially con
structed with reference to each other, and
that their interrelationship exists on a sym
bolic as well as structural level.
917 Yelvington, Kevin A. Producing power:
ethnicity, gender, and class in a Carib
bean workplace. Philadelphia: Temple Univ.
Press, 1995.286 p.: bibl., ill., index, maps.
Highly detailed and well-argued study
focuses on mostly women workers in a Trini
dadian factory. Utilizes approach which au
thor claims unites history, culture, structure,
and agency. In fact, coherent and theoretically
sophisticated analytical framework provides

phasis on 18th-century Maroon wars is ac
companied by descriptions of present situa
tion of Maroon communities on the island.
Includes sections on economic patterns, kin
ship organization, religious practices, and
migration. English-language edition forth
coming from UWI Press.
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Zips, Werner. "Sister Nanny a one a
we, brother Kojo a one a we, brother
Bob Marley a one a we ...": the continuity of
Black resistance in Jamaica, (in Society of Ca
ribbean Research. International Conference,
ist Berlin, 1988. Alternative cultures in the

context for the etlmographicaUy rich, multi

Caribbean. Frankfurt: Vervuert Verlag, 1993,

dimensional narratives of women workers

p. 69-76, bibl.)
Utilizing examples drawn from Jamai
can history, author attempts to set out the

"who endure oppression while at the same
time reclaiming their dignity." Core argu
ment is that the production process "becomes
a site where the meanings of ethnicity, class,
and gender are constructed, contested, and

paradigmatic conditions that should under
gird a meaningful use of the term "continuity
of Black (Afro-Jamaican) resistance."

consented to."
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IN THE LITERATURE REVIEWED for this issue, one characteristic clearly stands
out: a large number of edited volumes on various themes which cluster into four

